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THE CRYPTO CHEAT 
SHEET 

 

• FOMO - The ‘Fear of missing out” - A common occurrence and frequented term in the 
Cryptocurrency world. FOMO represents an individual who entered or exited the market 
without rational thinking behind their decisions. Instead of using the likes of Technical or 
Fundamental Analysis to aid their decisions, the individual fell victim to their own 
emotions and volatile price swings in the market. Although used mostly as a joke or insult, 
the terminology has an important message behind it. The fear of missing out can make or 
break your success in the Crypto market, learning to control your emotions and not fall 
victim to FOMO can save you massive amount of money in the long run.  

• FUD - “Fear, Uncertainty & Doubt” - FUD is another term closely mirrored with the 
same purpose as FOMO. It’s quickly become a term in the Cryptocurrency community to 
label anything negative, fear-mongering or purposely-hateful published by another 
individual or mainstream media outlets. Over time, FUD has become less meaningful and is 
used more so to disregard any form of even constructive criticism by those willing to admit 
their investments may have flaws or lack certain fundamentals.  

• HODL - “Hold On For Dear Life’ - Whether you’re an experienced veteran in the 
Cryptocurrency field or starting out, it’s inevitable the term “HODL” has been thrown in 
your face unwillingly by even the least knowledgable of investors and traders. So what does 
it mean and why is everyone saying it? Well, although it can be incredibly effective in a bull 
run, the theory of holding on to your investments for dear life isn’t quite as universal of a 
theory as the majority make out to be. The ideology that through thick and thin you must 
not sell your investments under any circumstances, led to a lot of people turning huge 
unrealised profits into very fast realised losses. Nothing in life is ever promised, never 
forget to take some profits when available and HODL when the bull market is present!  

• SHILL (SHILLING) - What was once a term used to put the spotlight on acts of 
propaganda and marketing campaigns driven towards ICO’s in 2017, quickly escalated to 
the same low-level of importance and meaning as FOMO/FUD. A simple browse through 
Crypto forums and social media would present an open-battlefield of ‘Shill wars’, where any 
innocent bystander looking to promote or highlight the potential outlooks or benefits of 
their favourite coin/project, could be labelled as a ‘Shill’. This is essentially the opposite of 
being labelled a “FUDster”. Here’s a few for inspiration if you ever feel the need to defend 
your rights online: 
 
                           Shill Gates, Shillonator, Shill Bill,  BBQ Shill, etc.  
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• REKT - Slang for “wrecked” - Out of all the crazy Crypto lingo’s, it’s never fun being 
victimised with the term REKT. Used most commonly in reference to Bitmex traders 
suffering huge losses on 50x-100x margin trades hitting liquidation levels, the term has 
branched further to cater towards every form of loss imaginable in the wild west of Crypto. 
No doubt at some point if you publicise any losses or trades that ended up going sour, it’s 
inevitable you will be trolled with this phrase. Remember, with strict risk management 
principles your losing traders will never result in being REKT, just a simple calculated loss. 
But if you start pulling crazy stunts like buying at all time high’s or risking your whole 
account on one trade, you may very well end up at REKT City. Keep your head up soldier, it’s 
a tough world out there.  

• MOON/MOONING - “When Moon?” - Ever seen a picture of an astronaut on the 
moon with a beer? Or a Bitcoin riding a rocket ship to outer space? That would be the 
hype-driven meme associated with the terminology of “moon” and “mooning”. Most 
frequently used to represent large movements of upside momentum in the market, the 
term “moon” refers to the candlesticks ‘shooting for the moon’ in a sudden, often 
unexplainable surge. The phrase “when moon?” Stemmed from the anticipation of awaiting 
for a bullish rally following good fundamental news announcements. Avoid becoming too 
affiliated in the moon talk, it can be very distracting for newcomers in the market and take 
away from the overall goal of Cryptocurrency, which lies far beyond catching bull runs to 
make millions. 

• BAG(HOLDER) - ‘Heavy Bags’ - Another phrase that quickly diminished in 
importance after excessive use from the Crypto community with incorrect intentions, is 
the association of anybody holding any form of coin in a significant loss as a ‘bagholder’. 
The origins of being deemed a ‘bagholder’ actually spanned through the likes of 
inexperienced investors buying random altcoins either at ICO token sales or at all time 
high’s. Closely associated with ‘shilling’, these individuals would quickly be criticised for 
heading to social media and Reddit to promote the coins they hold in order to gain public 
traction to hopefully aid in a price increase. As it goes with most Crypto terminology, the 
significance and guidelines for using the term quickly evaporated when even an individual 
with ‘whale’ sized holdings in a profit, would still be considering one with ‘heavy bags’ due 
to the size of their portfolio. In short, whether you bought a boatload at all time highs and 
lost 80% value, or you bought at the lows and made 500%, it doesn’t seem to really matter 
anymore. We’re all bag holders at this stage. 
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• DYOR -“Do Your Own Research” - What was once an internationally respected way to 
brush aside and disregard any individual who dared question your supreme Cryptocurrency 
knowledge, has slowly become a very sensible cult-like message to enlighten newcomers 
within the market to take the time out of their day and research anything and everything 
they consider buying. “Do your own research” can be fitted to all aspects of life and 
arguably should be practised on anything you consider spending your hard-earned money 
towards. In the wild west world of Crypto where a recommendation of anybody is taken as 
gospel, it pays to take the initiative and responsibility to spend in-depth research on 
identifying the prospectus and overall outlook of a coin or project. If a stranger on the 
street told you to invest your life savings into a ‘revolutionary’ investment, you likely 
wouldn’t do it. Which means, do not do it with Crypto either.  

• P&D - “Pump & Dump” - If there’s one thing the Cryptocurrency market provides in 
abundance, it’s the art of unexplainable and non-fundamental driven pump and dumps. 
Pumps and dumps define movements in the market where price does the unthinkable and 
jumps out of character to the existing price action, usually exceeding 10% and in rare 
circumstances 100%, only to be quickly following by a large sell-off bringing price right 
back down to its trading price prior to the pump. The mentality behind these moves in the 
market is that insider trading is the sole responsibility, where large amounts of crypto is 
purchased prior to the news announcement and then sold after the retail traders jump on 
board far too late. This is also where the saying “buy the rumour, sell the news” originates 
from, as by the time the retail trader can try to join the wave, it’s already over.  

As Cryptocurrency has exploded in growth over the years, I felt it was necessary to 
explain the origins, true purposes and even the flaws of the phrases that so frequently 
lurk across social media and interactive platforms. As much as the Crypto market’s 
volatility can be compared to the likes of the wild west, so can the online communities 
which can be very intimidating and toxic for those looking for guidance. This is why we 
created WizMe, so all WZRD’s can participate in healthy discussions together with a 
true understanding of the terminology’s used in this market, so no bad intentions or 
misunderstanding occur.  


